QUEEN ELIZABETH'S GRAMMAR, ALFORD
A Selective Academy Ltd

Part-time Science Teacher (0.5 FTE)
required for September 2019
Thank you for your interest in this post. Ideally, the person appointed will:





Be well qualified
Be a very good practitioner
Have high expectations
Be energetic and have the ability to inspire and motivate students

There would be the opportunity for a full-time post for a candidate able to
teach both Computer Science and Science. Applications are welcome from
NQT as well as more experienced teachers.
Within this booklet are details of our academy and the department. Also,
included within the pack is the job description. There is more information
about the academy on our website, www.queenelizabeths.co.uk. In order to
apply, please complete the enclosed application form and write a letter
outlining why you think you would be an ideal candidate for the post.
Deadline for applications is 12 noon on 21 June 2019.
Best wishes

Angie Francis
Headteacher

Brief Details of the School
Queen Elizabeth’s is a Selective Academy, currently having 573 pupils
(including 1137 in the sixth form) on roll. We converted to Academy status in
October 2010.
The school is a very friendly and caring community in which pupils are known
and valued individually. The atmosphere is calm, happy and purposeful;
standards of attainment, behaviour and dress are high.
Academic results are high at Queen Elizabeth’s and we are proud of our
reputation as one of the top Grammar schools in Lincolnshire.
We aim to provide a broad, balanced, relevant and differentiated curriculum,
with our Specialist status being Business and Enterprise.

The Science Department at Queen Elizabeth’s
The Science department comprises 5 full-time and two part-time members of
staff (including the subject leader and a second in science) as well as a
science technician. The science facilities consist of four well equipped
laboratories and a temporary laboratory as well as associated preparation
and storage rooms. We work to a 25 period week with 1 hour lessons. In
Years 7 and 8 pupils have 3 science lessons per week whilst pupils in Y9 – Y11
have 5 lessons per week and follow either a combined science course, or
study for separate science GCSEs. A healthy number of pupils then go on to
study for A level qualifications in Biology, Chemistry and Physics. In autumn
2019 we are launching a new A level equivalent qualification in Applied
Science.
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